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INTRODUCTION

TO APD 

"P LAY THE APD WAY "

A.P.D was founded by Director and Head Coach, Harry Watling,
in March 2013. Harry has always had a deep rooted passion for
football coaching, which has been a catalyst for his extremely
successful career and the birth of APD. 
 
Today A.P.D has a family of 26 enthusiastic and highly
experienced coaches working across all of the 5 A.P.D centres.
The coaches at A.P.D pride themselves on their ability to help
young aspiring professional footballers in achieving their goals. As
a result of our coaches dedication, A.P.D boasts an impressive
range of success stories including the likes of Darko Gyabi
(Manchester City) and Annie Rossiter (Millwall FC and England
Youth International.
 
A.P.D is centered around the philosophy, "Play The A.P.D way".
Our philosophy is built around an expansive and positive style of
football that excites and engages within the modern game. The
A.P.D way is not only manifested on the pitch but demands the
players to have a hardworking, humble and respectful attitude.



15%
Implementing a football education

programme will increase your
ability to retain current students by

15%. Many students are
disenfranchised by education and an

alternative pathway via football
keeps students at your college. The
financial benefits of retaining 15%

students will dramatically
increase college revenues. 

£480,000
Average estimated profit (figures
provided by North Kent College)
brought into your college via an

APD Football Education
Porgramme. 



2 successful
partnerships 

APD currently has two Football

Education Programmes at The

North Kent College and The Halley

Academy. 

These partnerships are evidence of a

proven and successful formula. 

100%
Satisfaction reports

from partnering

sixth forms and

colleges.

a proven
formula 

The North Kent College Football Education

Programme has been running for three years

now. We were delighted to launch the girls

academy last year to run alongside the

success of the boys team. As a result of a

glowing recommendation from North Kent

college, we secured another partnership with

The Halley academy. 

We are searching to expand our partnerships

to give more young student athletes an

opportunity to gain an education whilst

training full time to simultaneously pursue

their goals in academia and football. 



01
Football education programmes will have a

total of 80-100 students. Offering a football

education programme will attract external

students to your school because it offers a

unique opportunity to gain an education in A

Levels/ BTECs whilst pursuing their passion in

football. 

I N CREASE  RECRU I TMENT  

Why start a football
education programme? 

02
We have found that the programme increases

the rate of return for secondary school

students into the sixth form/college set up. 

Offering the exciting prospect of being apart

of an elite football set-up and vocational

education you engage with a broader range of

students. 

RE TA I N  MORE  CURRENT  S TUDENT S

03
Your college team will be affiliated with APD

which holds significant brand value and

exposure via digital channels. Competing and

being successful in national leagues will

expose your college brand locally and across

the nation. 

Your teams will play showcase fixtures against

premier league teams giving you exciting

marketing content. 

CO L L EGE  BRAND  EXPOSURE  

04
Mental health stigma and obesity, in college age

children, is one of societies most spoken about issues.

Elite sport engagement is the number one solution

proposed by professionals to combat these issues by

instilling confidence and support networks. 

The rise of the women's game has raised support for

the numerous positive impact of women being

successful in sport. Our girls programme is run by two

professional, senior internationals female footballers. 

SUPPORT I NG  S I GN I F I CANT  SOC I A L  I S S UE S


